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1. Registrar


    MyVoxy Ltd.

    Kauksaarentie 21

    13800 KATINALA

    Business ID: FI32415008


    Tel. +358 (0) 44 042 0420

    info@myvoxy.com


2. Name of the register


    MyVoxy register


3. Purpose of the processing of personal data


    The purpose of the processing of personal data is to manage, develop and maintain customer    

    relationships, services, products and tasks related to MyVoxy's business.


    In addition, the purpose of the customer register is:

    - enabling the provision of customer-specific services

    - advertising, marketing, direct marketing and customer targeting

    - opinion or market research

    - identification and identification of data subjects

    - fulfillment of obligations under the law and in accordance with the regulations and instructions   

      of the authorities


4. Information content of the register


    Basic information related to the customer / person such as: name, telephone number, address    

    information


    In addition:


    - Order and contract information for the services and products ordered by the customer

    - Information collected by cookies about your visits to the MyVoxy website

    - Technical information sent to the server by the registrar of the registered terminal (such as l

      location information, IP address, browser, browser version)

    - Log information related to the use of MyVoxy websites to identify the user of the pages

      user profiles created based on the above information


5. Regular sources of information


    Information provided by the customer and information obtained from the customer's terminal

    Information collected through cookies on the MyVoxy website


6. Regular disclosures


    The information may be disclosed and transferred to the units of MyVoxy or its subcontractors    

    to the extent permitted by the Personal Data Act. The information may also be disclosed to the 

    authorities in statutory cases.




7. Data transfer outside the EU or the EEA


    Data may be transferred outside the EU or the EEA to the extent permitted by the Personal 

    Data Act.


8. Registry Security Principles


    The electronic customer register is protected by passwords and the user rights of the persons 

    using the register are restricted according to the person's duties to MyVoxy and its 

    subcontractors. Access to the register is restricted to MyVoxy and its subcontractors. The 

    register is regularly backed up.


